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Ko Un and the Poetics of Postcolonial Identity
ROLAND BLEIKER and DAVID HUNDT
Ko Un is one of South Korea’s most important writers of the past 50 years, and a poet
whose work provides important insights into crucial linkages between language, identity
and community. He lived through, chronicled and critically engaged most of the trau-
matic events his nation faced during the last century: a brutal colonial occupation by
Japan; the division of the peninsula into communist North and capitalist South; an unu-
sually devastating fraternal war; the integration of the divided peninsula into global
Cold War politics; periods of authoritarian rule on both sides; and the more recent chal-
lenge to promote reconciliation. Some of these episodes challenged the very existence of
Korea as a people, nation and state. Ko Un’s poetry was part of a larger effort to regain a
sense of being and national identity in the face of turmoil, war and globalisation. We
argue that by engaging with these highly political issues Ko Un’s work provides impor-
tant clues about how to articulate notions of identity and community in a way that
empathetically portrays other people and their identities. In doing so he offers an alterna-
tive to the prevailing inside/outside logic that often leads to problematic forms of
nationalism.
Questions of identity are recognised as playing a central role in international
relations (IR).1 One of the less illuminated dimensions of this important political
∗This article is based on and expands collaborative research we first presented in separate forums,
most notably, Roland Bleiker, “The Poetic Search for Identity and Community”, Chapter 9 of Aesthetics
and World Politics (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2009), pp. 152–170; and David Hundt, “Poetry in
Motion: Ko Un and Korean Democratisation”, in G. Davies, J.V. D’Cruz and N. Hollier (eds.), Profiles
in Courage: Political Actors and Ideas in Contemporary Asia (North Melbourne, Vic.: Australian Scholarly
Publishing, 2008), pp. 43–54. For background we drew upon our respective books on Korea: Roland
Bleiker, Divided Korea: Toward a Culture of Reconciliation (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press,
2005); andDavidHundt,Korea’s Developmental Alliance: State, Capital and the Politics of Rapid Development
(London: Routledge, 2009). Bleiker’s research on the aesthetic turn in IR (e.g. “The Aesthetic Turn in
International Political Theory”, Millennium (Introduction to special issue on “Images and Narratives
in World Politics”), Vol. 30, No. 3 (2001), pp. 509–533; and “Editor’s introduction”, Alternatives
(special issue on “Poetic World Politics”), Vol. 25, No. 3 (2000), pp. 269–284) also serves as a base for
the conceptual dimensions of this article. The authors are grateful to two anonymous reviewers for
their insightful comments on our initial draft. We also warmly acknowledge the encouragement and
guidance offered by the editors of this special issue, including their advice on finding sources to
expand our thinking on the key issues discussed in the article.
1. Michael J. Shapiro, Violent Cartographies: Mapping Cultures of War (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997); and David Campbell, Writing Security: United States Foreign Policy and the Poli-
tics of Identity (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1992).
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feature is the extent to which language plays a crucial role in establishing and
maintaining the links between identity and political community. Research on
the aesthetic turn can help to fill this gap. We seek to contribute to this endeavour
by exploring how the poetic imagination can be an important factor in both illu-
minating and shaping political identity.
To engage these questions we focus on the work and impact of Ko Un, one of
South Korea’s best-known poets. As a young man, Ko Un directly experienced
colonial occupation and the atrocities of the Korean War, including the death of
several relatives and friends. During the 1970s and 1980s Ko Un gained promi-
nence as an outspoken nationalist poet who was active in the democracy move-
ment that opposed a series of military dictatorships. Most recently he used his
literary reputation to advance the cause of reconciliation with North Korea. Ko
Un’s output comprises more than 100 volumes of poetry, novels, autobiography,
dramas, essays, travel books and translations.
Our objective is to use Ko Un’s poetic engagement to demonstrate the intricate
and inherently political entwinement of language and identity and, in a more
general sense, of aesthetics and politics. Given the limited space available, we
engage in relatively few conceptual discussions. Instead, we offer a detailed
reading of Ko Un’s work and an analysis of its political relevance. Such a detailed
reading is necessary in part because it is difficult to say what exactly is political
about Ko Un: whether it is his poetry or his personal political actions, or a combi-
nation thereof.
The underlying political significance of Ko Un’s poems lies in their search for
a critical notion of Korean identity. During the various stages of Ko Un’s life
Korea faced challenges that at times took on a deep existential nature: a long
and oppressive colonial occupation by Japan that sought to erase all traces of
the Korean language and culture; a division of the country into a communist
North and a capitalist South; a devastating civil war that involved several
great powers and led to a permanent division of the country; the subsequent
entanglement of the peninsula into global Cold War political dynamics; a rapid
industrialisation process in the South, driven by several authoritarian regimes;
and the still ongoing residues of national division and corresponding security
threats.
During these and other challenges Korean society struggled to maintain a sense
of itself. It is in this context that Ko Un’s poetry sought to provide an avenue
through which the Korean people could regain a notion of national identity. Ko
Un does, in fact, explicitly acknowledge that “an independent response to
modern times . . . depends on a consistent representation of oneself and a discov-
ery on one’s own identity”.2 Poets have, of course, often been used—and far more
often misused—to construct national identities. Look at the role of Goethe, Heine
or Ho¨lderlin in Germany, or at epic poetry in countless articulations of patriotism:
The Iliad and The Odyssey in ancient Greece, The Mahabharata in India, Beowulf in
England or The Song of Roland in France. Almost every society would have a
few key poets whose work is recited time and again as part of a national mythol-
ogy that articulates, sometimes in a highly idealised fashion, what it means to
belong to a particular group of people. The result is far too often a form of
2. KoUn, “KoUn onKoUn” (Paju: Gimm-Young Publishers, 2008), available:,http://www.koun.
co.kr/koun/koun.html. (accessed December 2008).
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nationalism that tends to present the other as threatening, thus generating political
dynamics that can easily lead to conflict.
We argue that Ko Un’s poetry provides us with important lessons about how it
is possible to article national identity in less nationalist and hostile ways: as part of
a political movement that portrays other people and their identities in empathetic
ways, and thus avoids the inside/outside logic that can lead to problematic forms
of nationalism. We now proceed in a chronological manner and demonstrate how
Ko Un engaged these issues during various stages of his life and work. To do so
we divide the paper into four sections: Ko Un’s attempt to carve out a notion of
identity in response to Japan’s colonial occupation; his engagement with the
trauma of national division and war; the role of poetry in the fight against author-
itarianism; and the role that literature has played recently in efforts to achieve
reconciliation between the northern and southern parts of Korea.
Colonialism
Born in 1933 in the southern city of Kunsan, Ko Un grew up during a particularly
turbulent time, a time when Japan’s colonial occupation sought to erase all traces
of Korean identity. Korea’s geopolitical importance was—and still is—a key factor
in its politics. Japan fought two wars for the control of Korea, one in 1894/95
against China, the other in 1904/05 against tsarist Russia. The outcome of these
conflicts was the basis for Korea’s annexation into the Japanese colonial empire
in 1910, which lasted until the end of the Second World War.3
During this time the occupation forces tried everything possible to eradicate
Korean identity—to the point that schools were not allowed to teach Korean
history, culture or language. Ko Un witnessed this form of political and cultural
oppression from an early age. In primary school he was forced to adopt a Japanese
name: Dakkabayai Doraske. Ko Un already had a keen interest in poetry and his
experience of colonial occupation substantially shaped his literary engagement
over the subsequent decades. He also realised later how central linguistic practices
are for questions of national identity—and politics in general: “When defining a
people, one naturally asks whether they have a language of their own.”4 When
this language is taken away, then with it vanishes not only political but also cul-
tural sovereignty.
In numerous later poems Ko Un sought to deal with the challenge of retaining a
form of Korean national identity under the threat of colonial annihilation. In a
poem called “Arirang”, he recorded the often forgotten fate of Koreans who
were either killed or forcefully relocated to foreign territories during the Japanese
colonial occupation:
It was a day in 1937. Korean residents of the Maritime Province
were ordered into freight cars in a train that ran ten or
fifteen days along Lake Baikal on the Siberian Railway.
Five thousand died and were dumped, one body after another,
3. MarleneMayo, “Attitudes toward Asia and the Beginnings of Japanese Empire”, in J. Livingston,
J. Moor and F. Oldfather (eds.), Imperial Japan, 1800–1945 (New York: Random House, 1973), pp. 214–
215; Mikiso Hane, Modern Japan: A Historical Survey (Boulder: Westview Press, 1986), pp. 157–162.
4. Ko Un, op. cit.
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until at last the train reached the wilderness of Alma-Ata.
They were ordered out and told, “This is where you will make
your home.” The freight cars went back empty to where they came from.5
Ko Un then shows how these Koreans in exile in Russia retained a certain Korean
identity, even after having been integrated into local culture. He speaks of a time
60 years later, of young “Natalia Kim, Illich Park; and Anatoli Kang”. The latter is
an 11-year-old child, and a good balalaika player. He is handed the music for
Arirang, one of the oldest and most popular Korean folksongs. He immediately
starts to play it, and does so beautifully:
In that melody the young boy played for the first time
in his life, all the sorrows of generation after generation,
ages-long sorrow passed down from grandfathers to
grandsons, to a boy’s sad tears.
Is it blood or music, I wonder.
Arirang, Arirang, Arariyo.6
Arirang occupies a particularly symbolic role in the Korean imaginary. It exists in
numerous regional versions and it gained political significance in the 1920s, when
it became associated with the nationalist movement that opposed Japanese
colonial occupation. The closing scenes of a movie called “Arirang”, for instance,
depicts the protagonist singing the song as he is being arrested by the Japanese.
The movie was banned and its theme song subsequently became associated
with nationalist sentiments.
By presenting the issue of national identity through people in exile, Ko Un
appeals to more than mere patriotic sentiments. He does, in fact, draw attention
to the constructed—and thus political—nature of identity. He goes as far as
asking whether the very notion of “home” can exist “only in the memories for
these who have left their original homes”.7 This attitude is to shape Ko Un’s
poetic engagement for decades: an almost cosmopolitan approach to national
identity that pays key importance to retaining a sense of national pride while
also recognising that one’s home can be in different places, that it is possible—
perhaps even desirable—to develop deep attachments to places and allegiances
other than those of one’s original birthplace.
National Division and War
The defeat of Japan at the end of the Second World War ended the colonial occu-
pation of Korea, but not the country’s tragic fate, or Ko Un’s own suffering, for that
matter. Once Japan was defeated, the two dominant victors, the United States and
the Soviet Union, dismantled the colonial empire. In this context they divided the
Korean peninsula into two parts along the 38th parallel. This line was drawn by
American officials in August 1945, hastily, arbitrarily and without consulting
5. Ko Un, “Arirang” (trans. David R. McCann), Alternatives, Vol. 25, No. 3 (2000), p. 409.
6. Ibid., pp. 409–410. See also commentary by the translator, David McCann.
7. Don Mee Choi, “An Interview with Ko Un”, Acta Koreana, Vol. 6, No. 2 (2003), p. 149.
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any Koreans.8 The unilateral US move was then accepted by the Soviet Union.
Separate political regimes were established on each side, reflecting the ideological
standpoints of the two superpowers. In the south the Republic of Korea was
formed in August 1948. It became a close ally of the United States. The northern
part of the peninsula then became the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea.
The country adopted a unique nationalist form of communist ideology and
became a close ally of both the Soviet Union and China.
What happened between then and the outbreak of the Korean War is much
debated. The most neutral descriptions, to the extent that this is possible given
the highly emotional issues at stake, hold that “tension along the 38th parallel
flared up in intermittent military clashes until a full-scale war broke out in June
1950, when North Korea launched a general invasion against South Korea in an
attempt to bring all of Korea under its rule.”9 But numerous revisionist scholars,
such as Bruce Cumings, Choi Jang-jip, Chong Hae-gu and Kim Nam-sik, stress
that things were much more complicated—that intense fighting between commu-
nist and capitalist sympathisers took place long before the outbreak of open hos-
tilities.10 In numerous parts of the South, for instance, a strong communist
insurgency movement emerged during the initial period of national division.
For instance, the movement on Jeju Island was brutally suppressed in 1948,
mostly by army and police forces from the mainland. The death toll reached any-
where between 30,000 and 60,000 people—at a time when the island’s population
was at most 300,000.11
While the nature and cause of the war were and remain disputed, its tragic
impact is undeniable: more than 1 million people died until the Armistice was
signed in July 1953. The war also involved two great powers on opposing sides:
first the United States, which intervened, together with other nations through a
UN mandate designed to roll back the Northern occupation of the South; and
then China, whose involvement saved the North from defeat and secured a mili-
tary stalemate along the original dividing line at the 38th parallel.
The young Ko Un was caught right in the middle of this turbulent period.
Several of his relatives and friends collaborated with the communist North
during the war, and many of them were killed in revenge. As punishment he
was forced to bury corpses in a nearby graveyard. He recalls how the smell of
death drove him mad, how even after weeks of washing his hands he could not
get the smell of death out of his skin.12 His first suicide attempt occurred
8. Don Oberdorfer, The Two Koreas: A Contemporary History (London: Warner Books, 1998), pp. 6–7.
9. Yoˆngho Ch’oe, Peter H. Lee andWm. Theodore de Bary (eds.), Sources of Korean Tradition, Volume
II: From the Sixteenth to the Twentieth Centuries (New York: Columbia University Press, 2000), p. 369.
10. Bruce Cumings,Korea’s Place in the Sun: AModern History (NewYork:W.W. Norton), p. 238. For a
detailed treatment of the subject see idem, The Origins of the Korean War: Liberation and the Emergence of
Separate Regimes (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981); and idem, The Origins of the Korean War:
The Roaring of the Cataract (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990); see also Henry H. Em, “Over-
coming Korea’s Division: Narrative Strategies in Recent South Korean Historiography”, Positions, Vol.
1, No. 2 (1993), pp. 450–485.
11. See, for instance, Yang Han Kwon, “The Truth about the Cheju April 3rd Insurrection”; Bruce
Cumings, “The Question of American Responsibility for the Suppression of the Chejudo Uprising”;
and other essays in Cheju April 3rd Massacre not Forgotten (Korea Web Weekly, 2002), available:
,http://www.kimsoft.com/1997/cheju.htm. (accessed April 2002).
12. Tae Yang Kwak, “Ko Un: An Interview”, KI Newsletter (June 1999), available: ,http://www.fas.
harvard.edu/~korea/newsletter/KINL5199/east.html. (accessed June 2007).
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during this period.13 And in his poetry the respective trauma keeps reappearing.
He writes of the “home to the grief-filled souls of those many who fell / victim to
the barbarism of modern Korean history”. For him, “peace was birds— / birds
that all flew away at the sound of a gun”.14 The violence cannot be forgotten, it
can only be narrated, and even this is and will always be a traumatic process:
Mow down parents and children
this, that, and the others,
everything else.
Knife them in the dark.
Next morning
the world is piled with death
our chore is burying them all day.
And building a new world on it.15
This poem reflects very personal experiences that Ko Un made as a teenager
during the war. But a memory is never a purely individual issue. Ko Un explicitly
points out that the devastation across the Korean peninsula overlapped with
the ruins of his own house; that his own trauma is organically linked to a
larger historical disaster. This merger between private and public is particularly
pronounced in the realm of the aesthetic. Ko Un knows all too well that
a poem can only “truly be a poem when personal matters overlap with public
ones”.16
This is also how the poem works politically: as synecdoche. It presents to the
reader the concrete experience or the thought of a single person or a particular
instance, but by crystallising from this specific moment something larger,
perhaps even universal, the poem can be of much broader relevance. This is pre-
cisely why poetic engagements can provide us with a range of insights that are of
larger political relevance. In the case of Ko Un these insights become explicitly pol-
itical only later in his life. For now he turned inward as a way of dealing with the
traumatic memory and the daily reality of a country torn apart by war, national
division and poverty. At the age of 19 he entered a Buddhist monastery in 1952.
Monastic life gave Ko Un not only a way of dealing with the traumatic memory
of war and the problems of daily life but also an opportunity to pursue his
passion for poetry. He published his first collection, entitledOtherWorld Sensibility,
in 1960 while serving as a monk. During a decade as a monk he assumed several
high positions, but eventually became disillusioned with the corruption that infil-
trated even the monastic order.17
13. Gwang-il Kim, “Ko Un: sijeok buluni pilyohan nadaeji wi-ui goa” [Ko Un: The Orphan atop the
Soil Needed for Poetic Misfortune], Siin-ui Segye, Vol. 8 (2004), pp. 205–206.
14. Ko Un, “Song of Peace from Jeju Island”, in K. Woo (ed.), Building Peace and Prosperity in North-
east Asia (Seoul: Yonsei University Press, 2002), pp. 7, 10.
15. Ko Un, cited in John Feffer, “Writers from the other Asia”, The Nation (18 September 2006), p. 33.
16. Ko Un, “Ko Un on Ko Un”, op. cit.
17. Robert Hass, “Poet of Wonders”,New York Review of Books (3 November 2005), p. 60. For context
see Kusan Sunim, The Way of Korean Zen (New York: Watherhill, 1985); Hee-Sung Keel, Chinul: The
Founder of the Korean Son Tradition (Seoul: Po Chin Chai, 1984). See also Brother Anthony of Taize,
“Ko Un’s Life Story” (2003), available: ,http://www.sogang.ac.kr/~anthony/KoUnFull.htm.
(accessed 20 July 2005).
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The Struggle for Democracy
After giving up his monastic life in 1962, Ko Un taught art and Korean language
on Cheju Island. Free of his monastic commitments, Ko Un soon produced two
new volumes of poetry: Seaside Poems and God, the Last Village of Languages. His
work took on an experimental and spontaneous character, reflecting the broaden-
ing of his social experiences.18 However, the decade after leaving the monastery
was a difficult period for him. In numerous autobiographical reflections he
stressed how he was consumed by a deep sense of nihilism and recurring
periods of depression and alcoholism. The respective images often recur in his
poetry:
Stop for a moment; get our mind
off the drink.
What’re we?19
In today’s language one would mostly likely speak of post-traumatic-stress
disorder, of a person’s inability to process the overwhelming experience of war,
death and suffering. Ko Un’s depression was so severe that he made several
suicide attempts. He recovered from one of them only after spending a month
in a coma.20 Numerous poems of Ko Un capture the related depression, his recur-
ring nightmares and his flashbacks to the trauma of war. “It’s cold, it’s/the mind”,
he writes.21 But it is not just his personal experience he is writing about: it is the
trauma of an entire nation devastated by war and torn apart by a dividing line
across the 38th parallel:
The song I sang,
the song I couldn’t sing
come crashing down on me.
Is it me
—running with the torch light?
Is it me?
A good poem, as outlined above, is always more than a mere personal statement.
It always captures something more, something that has to do with larger societal
dynamics or, in this case, something that inherently links the personal with the
political.
One could say that after the devastating war the entire Korean peninsula was in
a collective post-traumatic-stress disorder. Recovery from this condition has been
as difficult—and as incomplete—as Ko Un’s own struggle. The KoreanWar sealed
the division of the peninsula into a communist North and a capitalist South. On
both sides an unusually strong and authoritarian state apparatus emerged. This
was the case not only in the North, where Kim Il Sung established a ruthless
form of communist authoritarianism, but also in the South.
18. Hass, op. cit., p. 60.
19. Ko Un, “You and I”, in Traveler Maps: Poems by Ko Un (trans. David R. McCann) (Cambridge,
MA: Tamal Vista Publications, 2004).
20. Brother Anthony of Taize, op. cit.
21. Ko Un, “Small Song”, in Traveler Maps, op. cit.
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By 1970 South Korea had experienced almost a decade of authoritarian rule
under General Park Chung Hee. Park’s claim to legitimacy was his ability to
develop a strong state that promoted rapid economic development. Central to
this strategy, particularly in its early stages, was the development of low-wage,
labour-intensive industries, such as the production of footwear, textiles and wigs.
Such an industrial shift was significant, for Korea had before been a predominantly
agrarian society—and one devastated by war. Numerous factories opened in and
around big cities, such as Seoul, attracting a great number of workers from rural
areas. Theworking conditions that these people foundwere extremely poor.Work-
places were cramped and working conditions exceedingly demanding, if not
downright brutal. Employerswere unwilling to provide even themost basic of enti-
tlements to workers, such as a 48-hour working week, a ban on child labour
(defined as less than 14 years), and special monthly rest days for female workers.
It is in this context that Chun Tae-il, a young garment worker, committed a
public act of self-immolation. Chun took part in a series of actions designed to
pressure employers to guarantee at least minimal labour standards. But the
protest movement was ignored by employers and dispelled by the police. In frus-
tration and in despair, Chun set himself on fire in front of his workplace. Sur-
rounded by his co-workers and in the process of dying, he chastised the police
and employers for their cruelty.22
Chun’s suicide drew unprecedented public attention to the fate of factory
workers. The incident came as a jolt to Ko Un, who started to question the
broader process of development and governance in Korea. Most notably, he
started to ask himself “what literature could do for hungry children” and what
poetry could do when facing a dictatorship.23 Ko Un penned numerous declara-
tions in the name of intellectual and literary groups. But for some time there was
a rather large gap between his open political commitment and his still largely apo-
litical poetry. “The poet was running faster than the poetry”, Ko Un later said.
Eventually his poetry caught up with him, though he was always a bit “short of
breath”.24 More and more he started to take on social and political themes. And
he did so prolifically. In the 1970s he published numerous collections of poems,
essays, short stories, travelogues and studies on famous Korean artists and poets.
The main theme in Ko Un’s poetic work during this period was resistance to
oppression. He tried to be a voice for the dispossessed, for those who had no
voice.25 The plight of workers’ rights in the early stage of Korean industrialisation
was the clearest manifestation of oppression, but Ko Un sought to expose deeper
rooted practices of exclusion and marginalisation:
what sound can penetrate
the ear that has never heard the sick child’s moan?26
22. George E. Ogle, South Korea: Dissent within the Economic Miracle (Washington, DC: Zed Books,
1990), pp. 72–75. For the use of self-immolation in comparative protest movements, including
Korea, see Michael Biggs, “Dying for a Cause—Alone?”, Contexts, Vol. 7, No. 1 (2008), pp. 22–27.
23. Ko Un, “Ko Un on Ko Un”, op. cit.
24. Ibid.
25. Geon-cheong Lee, “Jeolmang-ui simyeon-gwa bangdaehan him-ui eoneo: Ko Un-ui si segye”
[The Abyss of Despair and the Language of Stupendous Power: The World of Ko Un’s Poetry], Hyeon-
dae Sihak, Vol. 35, No. 1 (2003), p. 208.
26. Ko Un, “Small Song”, in Traveler Maps, op. cit.
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A good example is Ko Un’s poem “Indangsu”, which uses the tale of Sim-ch’ong, a
despairing young woman about to throw herself into the sea. The poem is a
mixture of social critique with a more aggressive call to do something about the
injustices in Korean society:
Come, clouds, driving furious!
Beat out, deep drums!
Sharp waves in Mongkumi Straits,
Tear away at the loose rock slabs!
Open your eyes, everyone!
Blind father, open your eyes!
Go sell yourself for sixty bushels of rice!27
Ko Un also used short stories as a form of socio-political critique. The story “The
Night Tavern”, which was written while he was under house arrest in the early
1970s, depicts life at the fringes of Seoul in the mid-1960s, when Korea was still
recovering from the ruins of war.28
Ko Un avoided the fixed poetic form that Korean tradition—as well as Chinese
poetry—dictated. This stylistic digression symbolised a larger refusal to accept the
legitimacy of the Park regime. He became more and more explicit and activist in
his poetry. Ko Un tried to read his poems to different audiences—to people in
factories or at universities, for instance. And he was by now convinced that
“poetry had the power to bring about social and historical changes”. This is
why, he says, he wrote poems that were like arrows.29 Such is, indeed, the key
theme of his best-known resistance poem:
Transformed into arrows
let’s all soar together, body and soul!
Piercing the air
let’s go soaring, body and soul!
With no way of return
but transfixed there
rotting with the pain of striking home,
never to return.
One last breath! Now, let’s quit the string,
throwing away like useless rags
all we have had over the years
all we have enjoyed over the years
all we have piled up over the years
happiness
and whatever else.
27. Ko Un, “Indangsu” (2008), available: ,http://www.othervoicespoetry.org/vol11/un/
indangsu.html. (accessed December 2008). For a comment see Won-shik Choi, “Ko Un’s Place in
Modern Korean Poetry”, Paper presented at “The Poetic World of Ko Un”, University of Stockholm,
Sweden, 8 May 2003.
28. Ko Un, “The Night Tavern” (trans. Clare You), Korean Culture, Vol. 20, No. 1 (1999), pp. 18–25.
29. Choi, “An Interview with Ko Un”, op. cit., p. 146.
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Transformed into arrows
let’s all soar together, body and soul
The air is shouting! Piercing the air
let’s go soaring, body and soul!
In dark daylight the target is rushing towards us.
Finally, as the target topples
in a shower of blood,
let’s all just once as arrows
bleed.
Never to return!
Never to return!
Hail, brave arrows, our nation’s arrows!
Hail, Warriors! Spirits of the fallen!30
In a democratic and safe society, this type of melodramatic poem can ruin a poet’s
reputation. “It’s usually a disaster for a poet to write political poetry”, says Robert
Hass, citing Yeats’s dictum that political poetry “produces rhetoric which is man
quarrelling with others, but real poetry is man quarrelling with himself”.31 But
Hass classifies Ko Un’s poetry as among the world’s finest. And while not his
most exquisite poem, we need to acknowledge that “Arrows” was indeed a
very daring public statement in the context of an authoritarian and ruthless dicta-
torial state. Public gatherings were all but forbidden during most of the 1970s and
1980s. Organising and taking part in them were dangerous activities. There was
absolutely no room for dissent.
“Arrows” captured the widespread anger and despair that was building up in
Korean society. It is political in such an explicit manner that it requires little
additional elaboration. This is also why the poem brought the author into
trouble. Ko Un was imprisoned in 1977 for opposing the Constitution. But after
his release he continued to be involved in the fight to uphold workers’ rights.
He was active in a protest against the closure of the YH Trading Company, a
garment manufacturer notorious for exploiting its predominantly female work-
force. One of the protest’s leaders, Kim Gyeong-suk, was killed by the police in
November 1978. Ko Un was part of a public campaign to support the protestors,
which eventually led a wider revolt against the state. Park Chung Hee was assas-
sinated in late 1979, arguably as a result of the tensions within the regime about
how to respond to the protests.32
Chun Doo-hwan, another military leader, seized power following Park’s death.
But popular opposition to the continuation of military rule was strong, especially
in the south-western Jeolla province. The most extensive display of opposition to
the new regime was in Gwangju, the capital of Jeolla. The public had hoped that
30. Ko Un, “Arrows”, cited in Choi, “Ko Un’s Place in Modern Korean Poetry”, op. cit.
31. Robert Hass, “On Korean Poetry and Ko Un”, Korean Culture, Vol. 20, No. 1 (1999), p. 12.
32. Choi, “An Interview with Ko Un”, op. cit., pp. 141–143; Ko Un, Munhak-gwa minjok: uri sidae
salm-ui choejeonbang-eseo jeongaehan minjok-gwa minjok munwha-ui nolli [Literature and Nation: The
Logic of Nation and National Culture that Develops from the Front Line of Life in our Times]
(Seoul: Hangilsa, 1986), pp. 370–373; see also Gregg A. Brazinsky, Nation Building in South Korea:
Koreans, Americans and the Making of a Democracy (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press,
2007), pp. 231–232.
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Korea would revert to civilian rule following Park’s assassination, but the new
military junta instead repressed all political activity and arrested opposition
leaders, such as Kim Dae-Jung. Weeks of demonstrations culminated in a
popular revolt and a subsequent violent repression by security forces, who
killed several hundred protesters.
Ko Unwas arrested again inMay 1980, but this time he was given a life sentence
for “seditious activity”, which meant opposing the military coup of Chun Doo-
hwan. Meanwhile, the violence in Gwangju shook South Korean society to its
core. The Chun regime also faced a broad coalition of oppositional forces, includ-
ing workers, students, church groups and the minjung (people’s) movements.
These disparate sources of opposition grew over the years until weeks of
massive, nationwide protests in 1987 forced Chun’s resignation and led to the
first popular elections in decades.33
In Search of a Critical Notion of National Identity
Ko Un was pardoned and set free in 1982, after more than two years of imprison-
ment. But he continued to struggle. He recalled that after leaving prison he
wanted to write, but could not remember anything at all. Everything had
slipped from his grasp, he said: he felt like an imbecile and all he did “was
drink, day in and day out for two years”.34 Things improved when Ko Un
moved to the countryside, to Ansong, and, at the age of 49, married Lee Sang-
wha, a professor of English literature.35
Ko Un became more critical about his own political poetry. He believed he
had become too much of a “fighting poet”, and that this tendency had created
an increasing distance from many of his readers.36 This is why he sought to dis-
tance himself from his earlier work. He went as far as to revise his earlier
poems and release them in a new version in 1984. This dismayed some of his
admirers, who believed that the revised poems lacked the vivacity of the
originals.37
Ko Un began to explore the human condition in a more basic way. Instead of
engaging political leaders and challenging their repressive policies, he appealed
to the Korean people to create the condition for a better society within themselves.
To do so was to recognise that democracy is more than merely a set of insti-
tutions—that it also has to be accompanied by a way of life, a certain democratic
ethos.38 The revolution of 1987 had introduced democratic elections and insti-
tutions to South Korean society, but the corresponding democratic attitude took
much longer to develop. Sungmoon Kim describes this situation as “an
33. See Ilpyong J. Kim and Young Whan Kihl (eds.), Political Change in South Korea (New York:
Paragon House, 1988); and Hagen Koo (ed.), State and Society in Contemporary Korea (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell University Press, 1993).
34. Kwak, op. cit.
35. Hass, Poet of Wonders, op. cit., p. 59.
36. Choi, “An Interview with Ko Un”, op. cit., p. 146.
37. Lee, op. cit., pp. 211–213.
38. For a detailed discussion of this argument see William E. Connolly, Pluralism (Durham, NC:
Duke University Press, 2005); The Ethos of Pluralization (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota
Press, 1995).
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immensely grotesque mixture of a democratic hardware, on the one hand, and
persistent authoritarian software, on the other”.39
Ko Un’s work in this phase contributed to a broader process of democratisation.
He was certainly prolific, and his scope of inquiry widened. For instance, in Songs
of Tomorrow, Ko Un expressed a gloomy prognosis of the future of Korean society,
warning of a “new age of barbarism” that was set to envelop the country following
the triumph of global capitalism.40 Another project of note was the seven-volume
Baektu Mountain: An Epic, which was written between 1987 and 1994. This body of
work was an extended poem that described in great detail the struggle of the
Korean independence movement against Japan in the first half of the 20th
century.41 Songs for Cha-ryeong was a volume of poems which Ko Un devoted to
his daughter. Starting in 1986, he also published an autobiography in five
volumes.
The single most significant poetic project of Ko Un was undoubtedly his
Maninbo collection—an exceedingly ambitious undertaking he had started in
prison. Maninbo meant “ten thousand lives” and it was an attempt to write a
poem for every person the poet had met in his life. Ko Un describes how he
was inspired in his prison cell to write Maninbo:
The darkness was like a dream, and in that darkness and isolation people
from my past came to visit me—my parents, grandparents, friends,
people I’d met in passing, people I had never met at all, historical
figures . . . I spoke with these faces that came to me. I wanted to record
every one of them in a poem. At the time I thought that I was going to
die, but I swore if I should live I would write a poem for each of them.42
The collection is very much a reflection of its time: a document that captures the
Zeitgeist of a period. Robert Hass describes Maninbo as a combination of pungent
village gossip and epic reach, combining numerous voices—from farming wives
to snake catchers, from beggars to well-known historical figures—into a single col-
lective consciousness.43 Some poems contain references to political events, from
the war to the struggle for democracy. They reflect the lives and voices of ordinary
Korean people during the various—and often tumultuous—periods of contem-
porary Korea. Given the diversity of this project, it is difficult to select a poem
or two that are representative—and it is even harder to select one that is represen-
tative of its underlying political themes. But here is an example nevertheless—one
that perhaps hints at the multiple and complex—and inevitably political—dimen-
sions of the many Maninbo poems:
Cow eyes
those dull vacant eyes
my grandmother’s eyes.
39. Sungmoon Kim, “Civil Society and Political Action in Democratized Korea: Revamping Demo-
cratic Consolidation from a Participatory Perspective”,New Political Science, Vol. 28, No. 4 (2006), p. 528.
40. Nak-chung Paik, “Zen Poetry and Realism: Reflections on Ko Un’s Verse”, Positions: East Asia
Cultures Critique, Vol. 8, No. 2 (2000), p. 568.
41. Hass, Poet of Wonders, op. cit., p. 59.
42. Kwak, op. cit.
43. Hass, Poet of Wonders, op. cit., p. 62.
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My grandmother!
The most sacred person in the world to me.
A cow that has stopped grazing the fresh grass
and is just standing there.
But she’s not my grandmother after all:
rather, this world’s peace,
dead and denied a tomb.44
Maninbo captures the underlying political dimensions of Ko Un’s poems: their
attempt to define a sense of Korean identity at a time when his nation was
under threat from colonialism, war, division and globalisation. In some senses,
Ko Un is a nationalist poet. He seeks to articulate and defend a distinct form of
Korean character. Like many of his generation, Ko Un had survived the calamities
of the colonial period and was deeply imbued with resentment towards Japan and
to a lesser degree the United States. In the face of cataclysmic changes, such as
colonialism and global ideological conflict, he sensed that Korean society was
struggling to maintain a sense of itself. Ko Un’s work was a deliberate attempt
to reclaim what was valuable in Korean culture from the threat of conflict and
modernisation. The proudly Korean character of Ko Un’s work was evident in
the original introduction to Maninbo, which took the form of a “declaration of
independence from all foreign literary influence”.45 Ko Un relied on Korean lit-
erary traditions to the greatest extent possible, constructing “a rustic vernacular,
a poetry of the Korean countryside as earthy as the mountain vegetables that
deepen the flavour of Korean food”.46 This is also why Ko Un was quite disap-
pointed with the performance of reformist presidents such as Roh Moo-hyun.
Ko Un approved of the broad-based democratic nature of governance, but
feared that the ensuing policies, such as a free-trade agreement with the United
States, would expose the Korean economy even further to the forces of the
global economy.47
One could easily portray Ko Un as an inward- and backward-looking poet, a
nationalist who tries to hold on to some idealised authentic notion of Koreanness
that is long gone. But to do so would be unfair. As a victim of state violence, Ko Un
was well aware—and cautious—of the powerful allure of nationalism. He also
questioned, in a more general sense, whether it was wise to let one’s birthplace
be the only strong influence on one’s identity. Ko Un pointed out that “the
nation state can be violent and cause much harm”, which is why he sought a
notion of citizenship that goes beyond nationhood.48 In order to free literature
from what he perceived as the fascist and statist tendencies of nationalism, Ko
Un used the concept of people’s literature (minjung munhak) in the 1980s to
replace the national literature of the previous decade. The underlying idea here
44. Ko Un, “Grandmother”, in Ten Thousand Lives (trans. Brother Anthony of Taize´, Young-moo Kim
and Gary Gach) (Copenhagen and Los Angeles: Green Integer, 2005), p. 63.
45. Feffer, op. cit., p. 33.
46. Ibid.
47. See, for instance, Chang-su Park and Chang-gwang Kang, “Ko Un Siin seomyeon interview” [A
Written Interview with the Poet Ko Un], Hankyoreh Sinmun (24 January 2007), available: ,www.hani.
co.kr/arti/politics/politics_general/186173.html. (accessed 25 January 2007).
48. Choi, “An Interview with Ko Un”, op. cit., p. 149.
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is that a nation consists of its people, not the state. It is thus necessary to shift atten-
tion to the overwhelming mass of people who were marginalised by successive
authoritarian governments. In a sense, Ko Un sought to remember all Koreans
who have suffered over the years, depicting these people—rather than their
oppressors, both Korean and non-Korean—as the true heroes of Korean history.
Or, expressed in his own words, it was necessary to make workers into “the
subject of history and not the object of history”.49 Nothing can capture this aim
better then Ko Un’s own poetry, as, for instance, a few lines from his aforemen-
tioned activist poem “Indangsu”:
Where are our country’s deepest thoughts found?
Not in Toegye, the noted scholar,
but in the firm resolve of one destitute girl
from Mongkumpo, by the name of Sim-ch’ong.50
Reconciliation and Unification
Questions of identity and nationalism in Korea cannot be understood outside the
traumatic division of the country. The memory of violence and death continues to
dominate politics on the peninsula. For the last half century unusually strong rival
states have promoted their own ideological visions of politics and society: visions
that construct the other side of the dividing line as an enemy and a source of fear
and instability. A passionate anti-capitalist attitude dominates the reclusive North
while a more moderate but still pronounced anti-communist orientation prevails
in the South.
For the past half century the Demilitarized Zone has been perhaps the world’s
most hermetically sealed border. In North Korea, state control over civil society is
particularly pronounced. One could, indeed, speak of the annihilation of civil
society. Kongdan Oh and Ralph Hassig stress that North Korea is “the most
closed society on earth”, and that it has been more successful than any other
modern government in cutting off its people from the outside world.51 Average
citizens have no access to foreign television programmes, radio broadcasts or
newspapers. The country’s official and only media are completely controlled by
the state and geared towards one objective: the mythological legitimisation of
the state and its leaders. In the context of a hermetically divided peninsula,
where there was virtually no communication and information passing from one
side to the other, each state could easily promote propagandistic regime-legitimi-
sation processes without running the risk of having its truth claims questioned by
the population.
Much has, of course, changed with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the
global dissolution of a Cold War power structure. But not so in Korea. Still
divided between a communist North and a capitalist South, the peninsula is
caught in a tense and highly anachronistic Cold War stalemate. The presence of
weapons of mass destruction, combined with hostile rhetoric and the intersection
49. Ibid., p. 147.
50. Ko Un, “Indangsu”, op. cit. For further illustration of how the poetic can critically engage ques-
tions of identity and citizenship, see Alberto Manguel’s The City of Words (Toronto: Anasi Press, 2007).
51. Kongdan Oh and Ralph C. Hassig, North Korea through the Looking Glass (Washington, DC:
Brookings Institution Press, 2000), pp. 30, 142–143.
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of great power interests have created an ever-present danger of military confron-
tation. Nearly 2 million troops face each other across the dividing line at the 38th
parallel.
It is not surprising, then, that Ko Un believes “unification of and communication
between North and South Korea is the greatest challenge we face”.52 In much of
his poetry we find depictions—implicit or explicit—of the recurring pain caused
by national division and the persistence of deep hatred and antagonism:
I came back
to where hatred
clumps like dry dung
—this is the world I longed for:
Where I spit and swear
at the grey sky,
where the scavengers and gangs
hustle,
yell all night.53
More so than in many other contexts, in Korea the past drives the present. The
memory of war dominates virtually all aspects of politics. Questions of identity
are absolutely central, for each state has sponsored a version of the past that
corresponds to its own ideological vision. History textbooks in secondary
schools, for instance, not only advance a completely different version of what
occurred during the war and who was responsible for it but also link this ideo-
logical version of the past to an understanding of what it means to be Korean.54
Says Ko Un:
Forgotten things
from the days past pile up
filling the heart
like the useless dust from a mountain range.55
Ko Un’s engagement for reconciliation with the North goes back to his early acti-
vist days. He received his first jail term in 1977 for criticising Park Chung Hee’s
unification policy. The Park regime had initiated talks with its northern counter-
part in the early 1970s, but showed little substantive interest in compromising
on the capitalist order in the South. Ko Un criticised the regime for putting its
relations with the United States and Japan ahead of national unification. But at
the time—and to some extent still today—anti-communismwas such a strong pol-
itical imperative in South Korea that no alternative visions were allowed, to the
point that “socialist discourse was legally forbidden”.56 At some stage North
52. Kwak, op. cit.
53. Ko Un, “Returning Home”, in Poems from Ko Un’s An Epitaph, translated by Claire You and
Richard Silberg, Korean Culture, Vol. 22, No. 1 (1999) p. 16. op. cit., p. 16.
54. See Dennis Hart, “Creating the National Other: Opposing Images of Nationalism in South and
North Korean Education”, Korean Studies, Vol. 23 (1999), pp. 68–93.
55. Ko Un, “Forgetting”, in Poems from Ko Un’s An Epitaph, op. cit., p. 17.
56. See Kil Soong Hoom and Chung-in Moon, “Introduction”, in K.S. Hoom and C. Moon (eds.),
Understanding Korean Politics (Albany, NY: State University of New York Press, 2001), p. 2.
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Korea was depicted as not belonging to the same nation as the South. Park Chung
Hee believed that the North had lost its Korean national identity because com-
munism is an ideology “wholly alien to the tradition and history of our nation”.57
Ko Un received another prison term in 1991 for illegally organising contacts
with the North, in this case a festival for writers from both sides. It was only in
1998, with the ascension to the presidency of Kim Dae-Jung—a one-time prison
cell-mate of Ko Un, in fact—that a more tolerant attitude towards the North
emerged. Kim’s engagement policy, which was maintained by his successor,
Roh Moo-hyun, presented opportunities for cultural, economic and political
exchanges between the two sides, albeit at a limited level.58 But some of the break-
throughs were significant. The most symbolic event took place in June 2000, when
Kim visited Pyongyang for a first ever summit meeting with the North Korean
leader, Kim Jong Il.
Ko Un accompanied Kim Dae-Jung to Pyongyang. He also tried to bring poets
and novelists from both sides together in an attempt to develop a common sense
of national literature. Ko Un has long sought to develop a national literary move-
ment (minjok munhak) that can build “a new nation transcending the dichotomy of
the capitalism of the south and the socialism of the north”.59 In 2005 a group of
North and South Korean writers issued a joint declaration, aiming to promote
reconciliation on the peninsula. Numerous activities followed. For instance Ko
Un led 98 South Korean writers on a visit to the North. Among the plans that
this group of writer-activists have are a joint literary organisation and a
common North–South dictionary.60 The latter alone is a gargantuan task.
During the 60 years of division the spoken and written language has developed
in markedly different directions on each side of the dividing line. There are key
differences in grammar, spelling and vocabulary—all reflecting deep-seated
societal and political values. A group of specialists on each side is now working
towards establishing a mutually acceptable dictionary, consisting of 300,000
words.61 These and other activities were based on the fundamental belief that lit-
erature could play a positive political role, that it “could lead in the effort of over-
coming Korea’s societal and national divisions and its contradictions”.62
Here too, addressing questions of identity are absolutely central. At its most
basic level, identities in Korea are articulated largely in negative terms. To be
South Korean above all means not to be communist. To be North Korean means
not to be part of a capitalist and imperialist order. Each state bases its legitimacy
“on being the antithesis and antagonist of the other”.63 Understanding the realm
57. Gi-Wook Shin, “Nation, History and Politics: South Korea”, in H. Pai and T.R. Tangherlini (eds),
Nationalism and the Construction of Korean Identity (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, 1998), p. 152.
58. Dae-jung Kim, “Presidential Inaugural Address, February 1998”, in Y. Ch’oe et al. (eds), Sources
of Korean Tradition, op. cit.; Chung-in Moon, “The Kim Dae Jung Government’s Peace Policy towards
North Korea”, Asian Perspective, Vol. 25, No. 2 (2001).
59. Choi, “Ko Un’s Place in Modern Korean Poetry”, op. cit.
60. “North, South to Form Joint Literary Organization”, The Hankyoreh (19 July 2006).
61. Hoo Nam Seelmann, “Auf der Suche nach der verloren Unschuld: Ein grosses gemeinsames
Wo¨rterbuch soll Nord- und Su¨dkorea sprachlich anna¨hern”, Neue Zu¨rcher Zeitung (19 November
2008), p. 45.
62. Choi, “An Interview with Ko Un”, op. cit., p. 147.
63. Leon V. Sigal, Disarming Strangers: Nuclear Diplomacy with North Korea (Princeton, NJ: Princeton
University Press, 1998), p. 19. See also Roy Richard Grinker, Korea and its Futures: Unification and the
Unfinished War (London: Macmillan, 1998); Han S. Park, “North Korean Perceptions of Self and
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of identity formation is thus central because “at a very deep level, state behavior is
shaped by what states are—and what they are is socially constructed”.64
Ko Un was aware that changing identities is a long process, littered with
obstacles. One cannot shift identities overnight. But neither are identities immuta-
ble. They inevitably change over time—and they do so often in relation to how we
speak and write about the world. Literature can thus be an important source for
promoting social change. But the wounds of the past are far too deep to allow
for reconciliation overnight. While there has been progress in inter-Korean
relations, the divisions between North and South remain deep. There is still wide-
spread suspicion, hostility and hatred—and the spectre of a direct military con-
frontation continuously hovers over the peninsula. Ko Un is all too aware of
these limits to reconciliation:
One day in January 1958
Cho Bong-am, chairman of the Progressive Party.
stood at the foot of the scaffold in Sodaemun Prison.
His last words were:
“Give me a cigarette.”
Having been refused even one last cigarette,
thud! his two feet hung dangling.
Here, since his death,
faithful to his hope
at least in words,
“unification” no longer means invading the North,
as Syngman Rhee insisted,
and saying “peaceful reunification” is no longer a crime.
But the day is still far away
When the shadow of his death will lift.65
Conclusion
Ko Un’s poetry documents—and engages with—the complex contemporary
history of colonial and postcolonial Korea. His poems struggle with the agony
of imperialism and war, with how their memory continues to fuel conflict on
the peninsula. Ko Un also engaged politics more directly, using literature as a
way of promoting social justice and political change during long periods of
Others: Implications for Policy Choices”, Pacific Affairs, Vol. 73, No. 4 (2000), pp. 503–516; Gi-sun Park
and Jeon-ri Ryeong,Hanguk sinmun-e banyeongdoen Bukhan “Image” [North Korea’s “Image” Reflected in
South Korean Newspapers] (Seoul: Hallim Science Institute).
64. Chung-in Moon and Judy E. Chung, “Reconstructing New Identity and Peace in East Asia”, in
D. Kim and C. Moon (eds.), History, Cognition and Peace in East Asia (Seoul: Yonsei University Press,
1997), p. 265. See also Chae-sung Chun, “The ColdWar and its Transitions for Koreans: Their Meanings
from a Constructivist Viewpoint”, in O.A. Westad and C. Moon (eds.), Ending the Cold War in Korea:
Theoretical and Historical Perspectives (Seoul: Yonsei University Press, 2001), pp. 115–145; Wookhee
Shin, “The Political Economy of Security: South Korea in the Cold War System”, Korea Journal, Vol.
38, No. 4 (1998), pp. 147–168.
65. Ko Un, “Cho Bong-am”, in Ten Thousand Lives, op. cit., p. 277.
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authoritarian rule in South Korea. Most recently, he has employed both his repu-
tation and his poetry to promote reconciliation between North and South. But the
most basic underlying theme of these engagements has been the role of poetry in
articulating a sense of national identity and using this against a range of
challenges.
No single poem of Ko Un can capture the essence of this poetic and political
engagement. The power of poetry lies in giving us a different language to under-
stand and articulate the world—including, but of course not limited to, its political
elements. This is why we have engaged in a relatively extensive reading of Ko
Un’s life and work. Doing so could easily be seen as little more than narrating
an individual life story. But we have sought to demonstrate that the ensuing
poetic engagement can reveal far more: that there are larger political lessons to
be learned from how certain individuals—in this case Ko Un—intersected and
interfered with key historical moments.
Our main ambition—and our main argument—has been to show that Ko Un’s
work provides important clues about how to articulate notions of identity and
community in a way that empathetically portrays other people and their identi-
ties. In doing so he offers an alternative to the prevailing inside/outside logic
that often leads to problematic forms of nationalism. We have advanced this argu-
ment mainly through an empirical illustration of Ko Un’s work. But we did so
against the backdrop of extensive conceptual discussions around the aesthetic
turn in IR scholarship. Numerous scholars have stressed how aesthetic
approaches can add significant insights to the all-too-real realities of world poli-
tics. Steve Smith, for instance, sees the contribution of art in its capacity to
depict reality in new, original and non-official ways, by, for instance, questioning
existing relations between the state and society.66 For Stephen Chan the aesthetic
turn has made it possible to re-imagine and re-think existing paradigms in world
politics.67 We do not pretend that we can engage these and other contributions
comprehensively, or even partially. Rather, our aim has been to contribute to
these conceptual debates through an empirical case study that demonstrates
how a particular aesthetic activity—poetics—can make a concrete contribution
to re-thinking and re-imagining a series of particular political dilemmas, from
colonialism to authoritarianism.
66. Steve Smith, “Singing our World into Existence: International Relations Theory and September
11”, International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 48, No. 3 (2004), pp. 511–513.
67. Stephen Chan, The End of Certainty: Towards a New Internationalism (London: Zed Books, 2008).
The respective literature on aesthetic and in IR is meanwhile far too large to summarise. To mention
only some of main contributions to engagements between language and poetics: Anna
M. Agathangelou and L.H.M. Ling, “Power and Play through Poisies: Reconstructing Self and Other
in the 9/11 Commission Report”, Millennium, Vol. 33, No. 3 (2005), pp. 827–853; Anthony Burke,
“Poetry outside Security”, Alternatives, Vol. 25, No. 3 (2000), pp. 307–321; Costas Constantinou,
“Poetics of Security”, Alternatives, Vol. 25, No. 3 (2000), pp. 287–306; Philip Darby, The Fiction of Imperi-
alism: Reading between International Relations and Postcolonialism (London: Cassell, 1998); Gerard Holden,
“World Literature and World Politics: In Search of a Research Agenda”, Global Society, Vol. 17, No. 3
(2003), pp. 229–252; Cerwyn Moore, “Reading the Hermeneutics of Violence: The Literary Turn and
Chechnya”, Global Society, Vol. 20, No. 2 (2006), pp. 179–198; Daniel H. Nexon and Iver B. Neumann
(eds.), Harry Potter and International Relations (Lanham, MD: Rowman & Littlefield, 2006); Nevzat
Soguk, “Splinters of Hegemony: Ontopoetical Visions in International Relations”, Alternatives, Vol.
31, No. 4 (2006), pp. 377–404; Jutta Weldes (ed.), To Seek Out New Worlds: Science Fiction and World Poli-
tics (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003).
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Lurking in the background of our analysis has been a second, underlying theme:
that literary figures, such as KoUn, canmake an important contribution to promot-
ing compassion andhealing after traumatic societal experiences.Here too,wewrite
in the wake of existing conceptual discussions. It is well recognised, for instance,
that particularly in authoritarian contexts, intellectuals can serve as “critical substi-
tutes for the structures of civil society”.68 Equally important, though often margin-
alised in the conflict-oriented study of IR, is Chris Farrands’ point that there are also
bonds of friendship which unite peoples of all countries.69 Empathy and com-
passion are thus rarely championed or even discussed in the theory and practice
of world politics. This is as much the case in Korea as anywhere else. Ko Un tried
to promote such bonds of cross-border friendship by seeking to forge a pan-
Korean identity—an effort that put him at odds with both governments on the
Korean peninsula. Just as the cult of personality in the North impedes the
broader conception of Korean identity which Ko Un has promoted, so too do the
universalist notions of market economy and liberal democracy in the South limit
the possibility of any movement towards national unification in the foreseeable
future. For this reason Ko Un criticised the South Korean government’s approach
to unification, especially since the conservative Lee Myung-bak administration
has repudiated many of the policies of the Kim and Roh era.70
Ko Un knows very well that the search for a better and more peaceful life is a
long and arduous process. In fact, few people know this better than him and his
fellow Koreans, who have struggled through numerous difficult periods, and con-
tinue to do so. Peace, they know, is something essential but also something that
can never actually be: it is a world in the making, a world which is as filled
with hope as it is with disappointment, as characterised by breakthroughs as by
inevitable setbacks:
Peace is fresh green dreams.
With people dreaming,
the very name of peace
dies crushed beneath tanks’ caterpillar tracks.
Peace is dreams
today’s dreams
are dreams becoming tomorrow’s reality.
Even with just a half such dreams
the world achieves peace.
Peace is the future’s own flesh and blood, its nest.
It’s on its way.
It’s on its way.
We must set off to welcome it.
It’s on it way like summer winds on Jeju Island’s southern seas.71
68. Adam David Morton, “The Social Function of Carlos Fuentes: A Critical Intellectual or in the
‘Shadow of the State’?”, Bulletin of Latin American Research, Vol. 22, No. 1 (2003), p. 28.
69. Chris Farrands, “Touching Friendship beyond Friendship: Friendship and Citizenship in
Global Politics”, Alternatives, Vol. 26, No. 2 (2001), pp. 143–173.
70. Choi, Jae-bong, “‘MB jeongkwon tanap’-e jakkadeul ‘jeohang-ui pen’ deunda” [Writers Raise
“Pen of Resistance” to “Oppression of MB Government”], Hankyoreh Sinmun (21 February 2010), avail-
able: ,www.hani.co.kr/arti/society/society_general/405845.html. (accessed 17 March 2010).
71. Ko Un, “Song of Peace”, op. cit., p. 11.
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